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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently [5], the authors established a complex version of the well- 
known transposition theorem of Motzkin [6]. In this note, we give some 
generalizations and alternative forms of this result. Our theorems are 
then specialized to yield existence theorems for other systems of linear 
inequalities in complex space. Our results generalize some well-known 
theorems in real space of Gale [Z], Gordan [3], Motzkin [6], von Neumann 
and Morgenstern [7], Stiemke [S], Tucker [9], and Ville [lo]. 
2. NOTATION AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
In [5], the following result was proved: 
THEOREM 1. The system 
ReAz>O, /arg Bzl < 5 - a, cz = 0 (1) 
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has a solution if, and only if, 
A*wl + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, Imwl=O, Rewl>O, w1 # 0, 
largw2/ <IX (2) 
has none. B or C, or both, but not A, may be missing. 
Here and throughout, A, B, and C denote complex matrices. .z, 9, 
22, 23, 24, w, wr, wa, wa, w4, us, b, and c denote complex column vectors. 
6 denotes a complex scalar. The entries of A, B, C, b, and c are constants; 
whereas those of z, 9, z2, z3, z4, w, wl, w2, w3, w4, w5, and [ are variables. 
SC and B are real constant vectors with 0 < u <n/2, 0 < ,8 < 7~12 (by 
n/2 we mean the vector of appropriate dimension with n/2 in each entry). 
Arguments of complex numbers are restricted to the interval (- TZ, n]. 
The complex number zero is assigned the argument zero. Vector inequality 
constraints apply to each component of corresponding vectors. For 
example, larg z] < cc means, with subscripts denoting vector components, 
larg zk/ < tch for all k. By (arg z] < tc we shall mean larg zk( < uk for 
elk # 0 and jarg .zkj = L-Q for elk = 0. 
I and 0 will denote, respectively, the unit and zero matrices of appro- 
priate dimension. Superscripts t and * denote, respectively, transpose 
and conjugate transpose. It is assumed that vectors and matrices are 
of appropriate dimension to make indicated operations meaningful. 
3. ALTERNATIVE FORMS OF THE COMPLEX TRANSPOSITION THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. The system 
ReAzfO, largAzl<P z&z /argAzl#p if p>O, largBzl<cr, 
cz = 0 (3) 
has a solution if, and only if, 
A*wl + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, /arg wl( < 5 - P, 
Rew’>O, /arg w21 < m: - a 
(4) 
has none. B or C, or both, but not A, may be missing. 
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Proof. Rewrite (4) as follows: 
Re (1~~ + 0~~ + 0~~) > 0, 
‘arg 
( 
~~::~~~~~$G E;iI’I]. 
-A*ul- B*&’ - (7~13 z 0 
Now (5) is in the form of (1). Applying Theorem 1, a solution exists 
if and only if the following system has none. 
Im 29 = 0, 
Letting 
Re z1 > 0, Re zr # 0, 
with largz31 < jl, larg z41 < X, (6) yields 
Az = z1 + z3, Bz = z*, cz = 0, 
which, with the restrictions on zl, z3, and z4, yields (3). 
The last sentence of the theorem (which also follows from Theorem 1) 
is easily seen by appropriate consideration of zero vectors and matrices. 
Thus, A cannot be missing; otherwise z = 0 solves (3) while zero = 0, 
~3 = 0 is a solution of (4). B can be missing since (3) and (4) both solvable 
(or both unsolvable) with B missing would mean (3) and (4) are both 
solvable (or both unsolvable) with B = 0. Similarly by considering 
C = 0, or C = 0 and B = 0, it follows that C, or B and C, can be missing. 
(The argument of this last paragraph will be applicable in future theorems 
and will not be repeated.) 
COROLLARY 1. The system 
ReAz>O, ReAzfO, jarg Bzl <a, cz = 0 (7) 
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has a solution if, and only if, 
A*& + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, 
Imwl=O, Rewr>O, 
has none. B 07 C, 07 both, but not A, may be missing. 
The corollary follows from the previous theorem by taking ,B = 42. 
If A, B, and C have only real elements and tc = n/2, then Corollary 1 
(similarly Theorem 2, if also p = n/2) reduces to a result in real space 
of Tucker ([9], p. 10). (For a discussion on the relationship between 
Tucker’s Theorem and Motzkin’s Theorem, see [l].) 
THEOREM 3. The system 
ReAz>O, larg Azj < /I, 
has a solution if, and only if, 
larg Bzl < CI, Cz = 0 (9) 
A*wl + B*w2 + C*ws = 0 , jargwlj <%-lo, 
(10) 
RewlfO, 
has none. B 07 C, 07 both, but not A, may be missing. 
Proof. Rewrite (10) as follows: 
Re (Iwl + 0w2 + 0~3) # 0, 
Re (Iwl + 0w2 + Ows) > 0, 
- A*wl - B*& - C*w3 = 0. 
(11) 
Now (11) is in the form of (7). Applying Corollary 1, a solution exists 
if and only if the following system has none: 
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P 
Jargz2( < t( 
I I 
Letting 
405 
(12) 
with larg z31 < p, jarg z4/ < tc, (12) yields 
rlz = 21 + 23, Bz = 24, cz = 0, 
which, with the restrictions on zl, .z3, and z4, yields (9). 
Theorem 3 is a generalization of Theorem 1, in the sense that, if 
fi = n/2, Theorem 3 reduces to Theorem 1. If also GC = 0, A, B, and C 
have only real elements, Theorem 3 yields Motzkin’s Transposition Theorem 
Bl. 
THEOREM 4. The system 
ReAz#O, la% Azl < P, larg Bzj < u, cz = 0 (13) 
has a s&&on if, and only if, 
A*d + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, larg z8ll < : - P, 
Rewl>O, \argzG -<G - CI 
(14) 
has none. B or C, OY both, but not A, may be missing. 
Proof. Rewrite (13) as follows: 
ReAz>O, ReAzfO, iarg [tJzi<[I], Cz=O. (15) 
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Now (15) is in the form of (7) and, by Corollary 1, it has a solution 
if, and only if, the following system has none: 
A*w4 + A*w5 + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, (1’3) 
Imw4=0, Rew4>0, (arg w51 < -% - fi, larg w2j < G - c(. 
(17) 
Letting w1 = w4 + w5, (16) becomes 
A*wl + B*w2 + C*w3 = 0, 
which, with the restrictions (17) on w4, w5, and w2, yields (14). 
Theorem 4 is a generalization, distinct from Theorem 2, of Corollary 1 
and of Tucker’s Theorem. If ,8 = n/2, Theorem 4 reduces to Corollary 1. 
If also cc = 0, A, B, and C have only real elements, Theorem 5 yields 
Tucker’s Theorem in real space ( [9], p. 10). 
THEOREM 5. The system 
ReAz>O, 1=-g Azl < P, 
has a solution if, and only if, 
larg Bz( < CI, Cz = 0 (18) 
A*d + B*zG + C*w3 = 0, (argwZ!<G-a, Rewl#O, 
(1% 
[arg wl[ < 5 - fi with largwrl # -t - /? if ,8 < t 
has none. B or C, or both, but not A, may be missing. 
To prove the theorem, regard (18) as a system of inequalities in form 
(1) and apply Theorem 1. The theorem then follows in a manner somewhat 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 4. 
Theorem 5 is a generalization, distinct from Theorem 3, of Theorem 1 
and Motzkin’s Theorem. If /? = n/2, Theorem 5 reduces to Theorem 1. 
If also cc = 0, A, B, and C have only real elements, Theorem 5 yields 
Motzkin’s transposition theorem in real space [6]. 
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4. SPECIAL CASES 
THEOREM 6. The system 
A*z = b, iargzi < tc 
has a solution if, and only if) 
IargAzo <G -cc, Re b*w < 0 
407 
(20) 
(21) 
has none. 
Proof. (20) has a solution if, and only if, 
A*z - bE = 0, ~arg 51 < 0, ReE>O, larg.2 < tc (22) 
has a solution. By Theorem 1, (22) has a solution if, and only if, 
has none. 
If ct = 0, A and b have only real elements, then Theorem 6 yields a 
theorem of Gale [2, p. 441. 
THEOREM 7. The system 
jarg (AZ - c) 1 < ct 
has a solution if, and only if, 
(23) 
A*w = 0, Re c*w = 1, iargw/ <s-x (24) 
has none. 
Proof. (24) has a solution if, and only if, 
- ,4*w = 0, Re c*w > 0, (25) 
has a solution. By Theorem 1, (25) has a solution if, and only if, 
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czl + 22 - Az = 0, Im i? = 0, Re z1 > 0, largz2j < a (26) 
has none; (26) has a solution if, and only if, (23) has a solution. 
If a = n/2, A and c have only real elements, then Theorem 7 yields 
a theorem of Gale [2, p. 461. 
THEOREM 8. The system 
larg (- A*z + b)( <a, 
has a solution if, and only if, 
lp-gz/ <P (27) 
/argAzcl ,( z - /3, Re 6% < 0, (argz$<mz -a 
2 (26) 
has none. 
Proof. (27) has a solution if, and only if, 
larg (- A*z + W / < a, ‘arg 21 < /3, lp-gtl Go, Ret > 0 (29) 
has a solution. Rewrite (29) as follows: 
Re (02 + 16) > o, 
By Theorem 1, (30) has a solution if, and only if, the following system has 
none : 
larg z0l~ = 0, Rewl >O, :arg W2~ < 
Let 
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(31) now yields 
Aw = w3, b*w z - w4 - ‘id, 
which, with the restrictions on w, wl, w3, and w4, yields (28). 
If tc = n/2, /? = 0, A and b have only real elements, then Theorem 8 
yields a theorem of Gale [2, p. 471. 
THEOREM 9. (i) The system 
ReAz>O, larg Azl <P 
has a solution if, and only if, 
with 
A*w = 0, Rew#O, largw/<+P 
largwl#G-/3 if B<% 
has none. 
(ii) The system 
ReAz>O, /arg AZ] < P 
has a solution if, and only if, 
A*w=O, largwl<;- - 8, Rew#O 
has none. 
Theorem 9(i) follows from Theorem 5; S(ii) from Theorem 3. 
If p = n/2 and A has only real elements, then both parts of Theorem 9 
yield a result first given by Gordan [3] (see also Gale [2, p. 481). 
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THEOREM 10. (i) The system 
A*z = 0, Rez >O, /argzl <P 
has a solution if, and only if, 
has none. 
(ii) The system 
A*z = 0, Rez>O, iargzi <P 
has a solution if, and only if, 
ReAwfO, /argAul G-t -1 
has none. 
Theorem 10(i) follows from Theorem 2; lO(ii) from Theorem 4. If 
/I = 0 and A has only real elements, then both parts of Theorem 10 
yield a result first given by Stiemke [S] (see also Gale [Z, p. 491). 
THEOREM 11. (i) The system 
ReAz>O, larg Azl ,( P, largzl <a 
has a solution if, and only if, 
larg - A*ze,j ,( T - c(, 
2 
Reze,#O, ~arg ze! < % - /J 
with 
has rtone. 
(ii) The system 
ReAz>O, larg Az( < P, iargzl < c( 
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has a solution if, and only if, 
~arg - A*wl < -i - x, Kew #O, 
has none. 
Theorem 11(i) follows from Theorem 5; ll(ii) from Theorem 3. 
If GC = 0, p = n/2, and A has only real elements, both parts of Theorem 
11 yield a theorem given by Von Neumann and Morgenstern [7, p. 1411 
as well as a similar earlier theorem of Ville [lo] (see also Gale [2, p, 491). 
Remark. The theorems in this paper are formulated for symmetric 
sectors. It is trivial to rotate these sectors (see the remark after Theorem 
1.2 in [4]). 
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